
Expanding Your Wardrobe

HOW TO  
DRESS FOR
SUCCESS



Wherever your business takes you,  
it’s important to look great and make a positive first  

impression. So whether it’s the boardroom, a golf outing, or a 

black tie event, you need to be prepared with a well-rounded 

wardrobe that’s as stylish and professional as you are.

That’s where Men’s Wearhouse comes in. For over 35 years, 

we’ve been helping men look their best, with comfortable, 

great-fitting clothes for every occasion. You can count on 

us for quality clothing and expert style tips to help you 

make great choices that reflect who you are—and where 

you’re headed next.



It all starts with the suit

Since the suit is the foundation for your entire wardrobe, 

it’s important to make sure you have a range of looks —

not just for around the office, but for power lunches, 

off-site meetings, and special presentations where all 

eyes are upon you.

When considering a new suit, remember that your best 

look begins with comfort and fit. That’s why we offer 

Traditional, Athletic, and Modern cuts to work best with 

your build and give you room to express your own sense 

of style. Once you know what looks and feels great, we’ll 

help you choose from a variety of designer brands to 

round out your wardrobe with a mix of solids, pinstripes, 

and two- or three-button styles.  

AT  
WORK

In today’s big 

meeting, you’re 

representing your 

company. Do you 

have what it takes 

to make the right 

statement?

 Classic two-button suit 

 with a great fit 

 New dress shirt and  

 coordinating tie

 Top-quality shoes and   

 matching belt

 Accessories to enhance  

 your overall look 
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DRESS CODES

To create a full and more functional wardrobe, you’ll want 

to consider what’s appropriate for your workplace. If your 

company has an established dress code, be sure to start 

from there, then make choices that reflect your own  

personality and style. Keep in mind how often you’ll  

need to suit up for these types of business environments:

BUSINESS FORMAL For client meetings and presentations, 

you’ll want a dark charcoal or navy suit in a solid or subtle 

pinstripe pattern. A crisp blue or white shirt and power tie 

keep things formal. For a touch of sophistication, choose 

a French cuff shirt with low-key cuff links and lace-up in 

leather shoes.

BUSINESS STANDARD  Relax your look with suits in 

lighter grays, earth tones, or linens. A solid dress shirt 

works well for the office, paired with a complementing 

striped or patterned tie and slip-on leather shoes.

BUSINESS CASUAL  Remember, casual doesn’t mean  

unprofessional.  So why not choose a sport coat in textured 

fabric, paired with slacks, khakis, or denim. Complete the 

look with an open collar, long sleeve sport, or knit top, and  

a pair of casual shoes and you’re good to go. 
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